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7.1.9: Sensitization of students and employees of the Institution to the constitutional
obligations: values, rights, duties and responsibilities of citizens (within 500 words)
Our college undertakes different initiatives by organizing various activities to sensitize students and
employees to the constitutional obligation: Values, Rights, Duties and responsibilities of the citizens.
College has introduced a compulsory paper on the Constitution of India at Bachelor degree level to
create awareness and sensitizating the students and employees to constitution obligation. The
Constitutional values are reflected in the entire constitution of India which are the essence of freedom
and liberty. Its Preamble embodies The Fundamental Values and the philosophy on which the
constitution is based. These are : Sovereignty, Socialism, Secularism, Democracy, Republican
characters, Justice, Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, Human Dignity and the unity and integrity of the
nation. These values are essentially to beincucated among the students for building a strong nation.
The students must be taught that being a citizen of India we have some of the moral responsibilities and
Duties that are mentioned in the Constitution. These are we must respect the National Flag and Nation
Anthem, Obey the laws of our Country, Protect the power, Unity and Integrity of the Country,
Safeguard public property, Pay our taxes with honesty, promptly, etc. if these values are inculcated
among the students in this age they will grow into a responsible citizens on the nation.
It is generally witnessed that we are very well aware of our rights bestowed upon us by constitution but
when it comes to the duties and responsibilities, we are quiet unaware of them. So it should be very well
inscribed on the young minds what they owe to the nation and fellow citizens. By organizing various
programs we try to create a responsible citizen believing in moral values and accepting existence of
others with due respect. Following are few programmes which were organized to inculcate above values
in students.
We observe the birth and death anniversaries of great leaders and social reformers. We also celebrate the
days which promote national integrity, moral values, social values and social ethics.
Following are some examples:



Independence Day/Republic Day- Celebration of Independence and Republic Day reminds the
sacrifices made by freedom fighters and inspires the student to work for national integration and
prosperity of the nation.



Voter Awareness Program – In the democratic country like India understanding the power of
vote is the greatest thing. A sane voter who understands one’s duty is capable of changing the
nation. We try to do it through voter awareness program.We, through a special drive got our
students registried as Voters. For our excellent work we have received certificate of
Appreiciation for our efforts to create voter awareness.



Sadbhavana Diwas- - The theme of “Sadbhavana Diwas” is to promote National Integration and
communal harmony among the people of all religions, languages.



Clean India Campaign



De-addiction activites



Gender equality



Constitution Day



Annihilation of Caste related activities



Cultural activities



National Integration Day



Days of National importance

